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STAGE ARRANGEMENT 
Musicians should ideally spread out as indicated in Figure 1 below to “surround” the audiences 
and create a submerged, stereophonic experience.  




tone-trill = play a note whilst alternating fingers as rapidly as possible. 
molto vib. = molto vibrato 
ord. = with normal vibrato 
                     = the upper note with which the main pitch alternates has a natural accidental.              
                     = the upper note with which the main pitch alternates has a sharp accidental. 
Brass: 
= a harmon mute with stem in is needed for instruments that have the “close and 
open” signs above the notes. The tremolo indicates the rapid speed of muting 
and un-muting the instrument. 
senza sord. = without a mute 
ord. = with normal vibrato 
molto vib. = molto vibrato 
Harp: 
      = pluck with fingernail or pick near soundboard. 
                = notes that are followed by an l.v. symbol should not be dampened. 
Strings: 
sul pont. = sul ponticello 
ord. = play without sul ponticello 
vii 
molto vib. = molto vibrato 
ricochet = throw the bow on the string to create rapid successive notes by bouncing. Strong   
       percussive sounds need to be generated.  
col legno batt. = col legno battuto 
div. = divisi 
unis. = unison 
pizz. = pizzicato 
arco = play with the bow 
      = Bartok pizzicato 
viii 
REFERENCE RECORDINGS 
The recordings of the küis quoted in Nomadic Trails can be accessed on Youtube, please see 
Figure 2 below for the list: 
Figure 2: List of Küis quoted in Nomadic Trails 
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Rare recording of Dina 
Nurpeisova performing Nauai: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=FimhpwFNyXE  





Flute (doubling Piccolo) 
Oboe 
Cor Anglais 
Clarinet in Bb 
Contrabassoon (doubling Bassoon) 
3 Trumpets in C 
Trombone 
Bass Trombone 
Percussion (3 players):  
Percussion 1: Thunder-tube, Tam-tam, Tambourine, Snare Drum, Bongos, Castanets 
Percussion 2: Rainstick, Snare Drum, Castanets, Glockenspiel, Tam-tam 
Percussion 3: Bass Drum, Xylophone 
Harp 
Strings (6.5.4.3.2 minimum)  
Duration 
ca. 14 minutes 
x 
ABSTRACT 
 Nomadic Trails for chamber orchestra (2021) is a 14-minute symphonic work in two 
movements scored for flute/piccolo, oboe, cor anglais, clarinet, contrabassoon/bassoon, 3 
trumpets, trombone, bass trombone, 3 percussions, harp, and strings. The work is inspired by the 
nomadic culture of Uly Dala, the Great Steppe, and traditional Kazakh music, and, through the 
use of contrasting compositional approaches, addresses the issue of duality taken from the 
ancient Central Asian religion, Tengriism. In this orchestral work, I blend my musical language 
with re-constructions and re-interpretations of thematic materials from various well-known küis 
(solo compositions of oral tradition composed for and performed on the Kazakh instrument, 
Dombyra) by legendary 19th-century Küishis (composer-performers of küis), such as 
Kurmangazy Sagyrbaev, Dauletkerey Shigayev, and Dina Nurpeisova. I also explore how 
different spatial references and historical milieus of the Central Asian nomadic culture can be 
reflected in a composition written for Western orchestra, and investigate how extra-musical 
cultural referents, such as Kazakh legends, petroglyphs, and traditional ornaments, can influence 
the structures and textures of a musical piece.  
 The two movements of Nomadic Trails depict scenes in two different settings: one in the 
wilderness, and the other in an urban domain:  
 The first movement, “The Great Steppe,” composed in a collage-like form of mini-
sections, is inspired by Kazakh legends and petroglyphs, all of which unveil the nomadic stories 
of the past. The 6-minute movement features melodic quotations taken from three küis: Köroğlu 
by Dauletkerey, and Qyzyl Qaiyn and Adai by Kurmangazy. Each of the themes in this 
symphonic medley appear in a kaleidoscopic manner and bring in a different mood, color, tempo 
and texture. Blurring the borders between abstract and concrete, “The Great Steppe” leaves space 
to allow the listener to create their own imaginary landscapes.  
xi 
 The second movement, “Scenes at the Uralsk Fair,” depicts a celebration of life at a town 
fair. It is based on the motivic elaborations and de-constructions of thematic materials taken from 
the küi, Nauai / Nauysky, composed by Dina Nurpeisova, a female Küishi. The complex structure 
of this contrasting 8-minute movement is an amalgamation of the rondo and variations forms, 
which strikes a resemblance with the repetitive yet varying structures of Kazakh traditional 
ornaments. The movement is unified by its fast-moving tempo, syncopated rhythmic patterns and 
strong pulse that culminates into a whirlwind of vigorous, volcanic bursts describing the bustling 
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Trumpet in C 2
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div. and free bowing
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Energico e risoluto q=96 
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Furioso e con brio  q=144
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